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Trutops PipelineStudio.v4.2.1.0. ESKO.ArtiosCAD. Suite.2008. Tempest.v6.5.
Trumpf.Trutops.Laser.6.1. Win64 FPDT Pro Tools.10.0.0. (Retina) A: As "mark the answerer"
reminded, there are various.obj files with different sets of vertices. The easiest would be to take your
file and copy it on top of one of the files that is working, and renaming it. You could also use the
database method in 'add path into project' dialog. Or using a text based programming language such
as python you could loop through the obj files, and write the vertices/faces using the values of the
object file to one object file. Q: Android/Kotlin - calling activity using contextmenu I'm having a
problem with an app I am working on. I want to be able to open a new activity whenever a user clicks
on a button in a context menu. I have the context menu set up properly for the button and the
activity, however, it won't actually call the activity. I've scoured the internet and haven't been able
to find anything that may help me. Does anyone have any idea what's going on? A: It has been a
while since I answered, but I think I finally figured out how to accomplish what I wanted. So here is
what I did. Load menu xml file in onCreate() Add an icon to the right of the button that you want to
call an activity Set the icon to handle the context menu In the onContextItemSelected(), first get the
id of the button that was pressed with the context menu and then make a call to that button id.
OnCreate() mContextMenu.loadMenu(R.menu.createmenu); OnContextItemSelected() @Override
public boolean onContextItemSelected(MenuItem item) { switch (item.getItemId()) { case
R.id.action_menu_refill: refill(); return true
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